Effects of an Asian-specific nonsynonymous EDAR variant on multiple dental traits.
Dental morphology is highly diverse among individuals and between human populations. Although it is thought that genetic factors mainly determine common dental variations, only a few such genetic factors have been identified. One study demonstrated that a nonsynonymous single-nucleotide polymorphism (370V/A, rs3827760) in the ectodysplasin A receptor gene (EDAR) is associated with shoveling and double-shoveling grades of upper first incisors and tooth crown size. Here, we examined the association of EDAR 370V/A with several dental characters in Korean and Japanese subjects. A meta-analysis that combined analyses of Korean and Japanese subjects revealed that the Asian-specific 370A allele is associated with an increase in the grades of shoveling and double shoveling, as previously found. We also showed a highly significant association between EDAR 370V/A genotype and crown size, especially mesiodistal diameters of anterior teeth. Moreover, we found that the 370A allele was associated with the presence of hypoconulids of lower second molars. These results indicated that the EDAR polymorphism is responsible, in part, for the Sinodonty and Sundadonty dichotomy in Asian populations, and clearly demonstrated that the EDAR polymorphism has pleiotropic effects on tooth morphology. As the 370A allele is known to be a most likely target of positive selection in Asian populations, some phenotypes associated with the variant may be 'hitchhiking phenotypes', while others may be actual targets of selection.